2009 pontiac g6 headlight problems

See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your
complaint? Takata recall - the left dim headlamp gets so hot that it melts the wires and the bulb
connector cause the headlamp to only work sometimes or not at all. This happens when ever
the lamp gets to hot whether parked, or moving. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Pontiac
G6. When depressing the brake pedal, the rear brake light turned off. While driving without the
brake pedal being depressed, the brake lights remained illuminated. There were no warning
indicators illuminated. The contact associated the failure with NHTSA campaign number: 14V
service brakes, hydraulic, electrical system, exterior lighting, vehicle speed control, electronic
stability control. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The dealer and manufacturer were
not informed of the failure. The failure mileage was 65, Brake lights are intermittently staying on
continuously or not working at all. The headlight connector keeps making the headlight go out
more then it stays on I think it's a poor setup the way it is connected in the car I have had issues
in the past regarding electrical malfunctions with this car. My right headlight continues to go
out even with me having it replaced time after time. I have taken my car in for diagnostics tests
for maintenance of the car and they have come back saying the car is fine. Although when I go
to drive it, somehow a light comes on. The main issue that I am reporting just occurred two
days ago. There was a car turning right infront of me that I almost hit, because I lost control of
my steering wheel. This problem with the power steering being electrical is not safe and a recall
needs to be done on this model as well. I use my car to commute to school and work everyday
and this problem poses as not only a safety risk but a inconvenience to my everyday life. I
would like something to be done about this issue. I have been researching this problem with
Pontiac and I have noticed it's a reoccurring issue, these cars should not be sold to customers
with all of these electrical problems that continue to happen. I have to now pay out of pocket to
not only have this car fixed but also for a rental car in the mean time. This is not fair for me as a
customer of Pontiac and I would like action to be taken. Thank you. The contact stated that the
driver's side headlight continued to fail. The dealer lee peterson motors of yakima, S 1st St,
yakima, wa , stated that an extra part needed to be purchased concerning the wiring. The dealer
was unable to retrieve the part. The manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage was
unknown. Left front headlight keeps going out. Once in a while it will come on briefly then go
back out. Had the headlight tested, it's not the light, its the electrical. Further investigating this
matter online, I found this is a very common issue with these vehicles, yet, no recall has been
made available yet. Very disappointed in GM, and will take serious thought into ever purchasing
another GM vehicle. This has been an on going issue for months for myself. Needless to say,
this is not a cheap fix. I was told that my brake lights were doing something weird and crazy.
She went on to say that as she was behind me, that I must have been riding my brakes all the
way until I came to a red light and stopped. My brake lights went off while applying them coming
to a stop then back on when driving. So basically while driving, my brake lights are on
constantly and when I apply them, coming to a stop, they come off. I had no idea this was going
on with my brake lights and I feel completely unsafe as I was driving home. Thank you for your
time. I also having issues while driving the dash lights all go out and then come back on, feels
like it loses the power steering and then goes back to normal but happens several times
through out the day while driving. Dash lights, radio everything goes off, the exterior lights stay
on but not inside. The door locks keep locking and unlocking on their own and now the back
passanger door lock stopped working. My brake lights stay on when I'm driving and the bad
light keeps coming on but my garage can't figure out why, they said there's no reason for it.
While depressing the brake pedal, the brake lights failed to illuminate. However, when the brake
pedal was not depressed, the brake lights illuminated. The vehicle was taken to an independent
mechanic and they informed the contact that there was a computer shortage for the brake lights
and informed the contact about NHTSA campaign number: 14V service brakes, hydraulic,
electrical system, exterior lighting, vehicle speed control, electronic stability control. The dealer
was not notified. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure.
The VIN was not included in the recall. The approximate failure mileage was , Brake lights come
on and off by themselves while driving also speed control shuts off by itself, nearly caused a
wreck when someone told me I was driving with my foot on the brake which I don't. Headlights
going out. Actions taken, I didn't wait for a recall. Burnt socket lead me to believe the harness
wasn't able to withstand the amperage. I replaced the wires running to headlights with a larger
gauge. Replaced the headlight connector. All has been well since, going on 3 years now. If this
becomes loose in any way the car runs very rough, poor fuel, low idle, or stalling. At the time
my vehicle stalled and was running rough I had no faults or cel. I thought my timing chain was
about to snap. All this due to a electrical connection that wiggled just a tad loose. The head
lights socket burn up and melt. Leaves me with no headlights. This should be a recall but it it
not. Takata recall, my headlights started to go out around last year. I replace the bulbs which

was no easy task all to find out that the wire harness in this make and model go bad. I have
never seen a car that I would have to replace the whole head light over and over again. They can
go out at anytime just by turning the car on or driving. There are several complaints online
regarding this issues with this make and model, GM made a big mistake with these headlights
and consumers are the ones paying for this mistake that should never had happened with this
car or any others. Headlights intermittently stop working; have changed the bulbs, cleaned the
wires. They work for few weeks and then won't come on. In doing a search on line, I see pages
and pages of similar complaint. This is a safety issue. So far it has been one headlight out at a
time, but what happens when they do both not work. I have been pulled over, but don't expect
they will keep letting me go without issuing me a ticket when I tell them it's been in for repair
multiple times. I have replaced 6 bulbs both driver and passenger side low beam lights I thought
they were blown but come to find out they short because they are melting. I have replaced the
wiring and the headlight sockets just for them to melt again. I have called chevorlet and GM
motors to see why this isn't a safety issue"? The wires to my headlights are melting I try not to
drive at night because I'm terrified they will catch on fire as I'm driving down the road. Now I am
horrified that all lights will go out. This is a huge safety issue!! Why are we not trying to prevent
fatalities?? The power steer quit working. The brake lights stay on when driving but go off when
the brake is applied and it blows headlights on the passenger side. I own a Pontiac G6 and over
the last 9 months I have been experiencing my passenger headlight going on and off while the
car is operational. It doesn't matter if the ground is smooth or rough it goes on and off. I have
had the bulb replaced several times as well as the connector and the headlight still does not
work properly. I have read this is a common complaint among G6 owners. Most importantly it is
a major safety issue. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or
errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a
for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Pontiac G6. The contact
observed that the passenger side headlight failed intermittently without warning. The vehicle
was taken to a local dealer perrysburg automall located on N dixie hwy, perrysburg, oh, where it
was diagnosed that a new front passenger side headlight socket was needed. The vehicle was
not repaired due to the repair cost. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The
failure mileage was approximately 2, While driving approximately 65 mph, the headlights failed
to operate at night. The failure recurred on multiple occasions. The vehicle was not diagnosed
or repaired. The manufacturer was notified. The approximate failure mileage was 25, While
operating the vehicle with the headlights activated, the driver side headlight would
intermittently dim and illuminate. The contact indicated that the light bulb was replaced multiple
times, but the failure continued. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired by a dealer or
independent mechanic. The manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage was 85, Search
CarComplaints. Dex-Cool lawsuit intake gasket leak engine complaint electrical issue heater
complaint transmission complaint paint defect G6 recall. Consumer writes in regards to vehicle
headlights problem. Consumer has different vehicle and ODI complaint in artemis. The
consumer stated the driver's side headlight was replaced three times. However, the consumer
changed the bulbs himself. The consumer stated it appeared as if the electrical system feeding
the headlights had a design problem, which resulted in customers frequently paying hundreds
of dollars without the issue being resolved. The consumer believed the low beam headlights
frequently failing was due to melted sockets. The contact stated that upon starting, the low
beam headlights did not illuminate. The vehicle was taken to a private mechanic. The mechanic
stated that the low beam lamp connector was melted and needed to be replaced. The
manufacturer was not contacted. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was 72, and
the current mileage was 72, When driving the low beam light will go out. The vehicle will be fine
and then the head lights will go dim or even go out when driving. This happens about once a
month. Problem started in may of I see several complaints online regarding this vehicle. This is
a know problem with the computer and BCM module. This vehicle is not safe to drive at night. I
need for GM to issue a recall. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Drivers
side head lamp comes on and goes out randomly. Have changed light, changed pigtail, without
success. After reading some of the other reports, I fear there is no fix. I have replaced both
bulbs numerous times. I drive at night using my high beams because I have no other lights! I
have noticed that GM just extended a warranty for headlight not working but not car was not
included in this.. It should be included and if there are more G6 owners out there with this
problem let us know. When I bought my car the passenger side headlight was working, but went
out 3 days later. I called the dealership and they refunded me for a replacement bulb, which also
shot about 2 days later!! I replaced the bulb once again a week later and it only lasted a few
days. I've learned now that it could be the connector, but I haven't bothered to replace.. I mean,

if it melted once, why wouldn't it melt again?? A recall should be issued immediately!! I love my
car, but I don't like being restricted to driving during daylight hours, or looking over my
shoulder at night for the police to pull me over!! This has been terribly aggravating! Help me
GM!!! About a month after replacing the bulbs, they started intermittently going out. It has been
suggested to replace the bulb connection. First one side then the other. The low beams would
come back on as soon as i touched them for a week or so but they eventually gave out at the
same time. Fortunately i had fog lights. The new lights worked for about a month then the same
thing happened again. My dim lights are not coming on. I had two people put the new bulb in
and its still not coming on. I called the people where I got the car from 9 months ago and am
making payments to. Headlight bulbs keep coming loose. Very irritating. Keep taking it for
repair and couple days later bulb pushes its way loose. Many recalls but not for this. Got
headlight fixed and then it went out on me again. Sheeesh, this car is becoming more of a
problem than I anticipated. This is the worst car imaginable. I tried to support American cars but
it looks as though only foreign cars fit the mold. I've read many complaints about these specific
cars online. And many have called an complained. We shouldn't have to spend additional
money on a car that's nots even 5yrs old. Unless its everyday wear and tear. I won'ta called to
tell me what it is they cans do to fix this mess. They call a car.. When we purchased this car we
had the h
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eadlights changed not knowing their was a problem brewing. We've had the front head lights
changed 3 times. And the tail lights changed 5to 6 times. We've gotten pulled over becaause we
had no tail lights and didn't know it. Theres not even a signal to let you know ther is a problem
like other cars. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 7
reports replace bulb connector 3 reports changed the headlight 2 reports. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful
websites No one has added a helpful site for this G6 problem yet. Be the first! Find a good
Pontiac mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service
from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Dex-Cool lawsuit intake
gasket leak engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint
defect G6 recall. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

